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Key points

General agreement that action needs to be taken to tackle global warming.
Government seems to lack will power to use taxation to drive change.
Advantages to the environment of tree planting.
Broaden capital allowances to reduce the carbon footprint in residential building.
Research and development tax relief could encourage greater energy efficiency.

 

It was the last episode of Blue Planet II when Sir David Attenborough revealed the
horrifying impact that plastic is having on the world’s oceans that everyone finally sat
up and took note. But, as he told the Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Committee, he has been warning about the dangers of plastic pollution for 20 years. So
why did that short sequence resonate so effectively?
 

People across the generations are convinced that change is needed. We need only look
at the massive age range of those who took part in Extinction Rebellion protests to see
that. The problem is how?

Taxation magazine is a tax publication – to state the obvious – so is unlikely to come up
with the solution to stop global warming. But surely the tax system could be put to
better use to encourage organisations that are working in this area.

Green taxes are not new. For example, the government introduced two environmental
taxes nearly 20 years ago. The climate change levy came into effect on 1 April 2001
taxing energy used by industry and commerce; it applied to electricity, coal, lignite,
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coke, semi-coke, petcoke and natural and liquefied petroleum gas. The following year,
the aggregates levy took effect to apply to any sand, gravel or crushed rock
commercially exploited in the UK or its territorial waters, or imported into the UK. Even
earlier, in 1996, the landfill tax was instigated to discourage waste and encourage
recycling.

But what more can be done? Taxation decided to put the question to some tax experts
to find out what they thought.

 

 

Tax toolbox to tackle the climate emergency

George Bull, senior tax partner, RSM UK

Well-designed systems of energy taxation encourage citizens and investors to favour
clean rather than polluting energy sources. Taxes on energy use also help limit health
damage from pollution. The UK tax system is a toolbox to respond to the climate
emergency. What tools are available and how are they being used? Four examples paint
a disappointing picture.

First, by freezing fuel duty since March 2011, the UK government is not using the
potential of this duty to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

Next, 85% of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions occur outside the road sector. UK
policy applies an average effective carbon tax of only one-third the necessary level
identified by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

Third, the VAT charge on electricity applies whether the electricity is generated by the
burning of fossil fuels, by hydro, wind, solar or nuclear. Because the UK VAT system fails
to differentiate between energy sources, it makes all energy sources more expensive
irrespective of the climate damage resulting from their use.

Finally, subsidies. These take many forms. With developers now building subsidy-free
offshore wind farms, the government’s failure to phase out fossil-fuel subsidies misses
an incentive to users to switch to cleaner sources as the cost of fossil fuels rose.

The UK government is not deploying energy and carbon taxes to change behaviours
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions as part of its commitment to address the climate
emergency. The Treasury cannot argue that it will all cost too much. By their very
nature, using taxes for climate action raises revenues.

It all boils down to political willpower and courage.

 

Tax and environmental efficiency of tree planting

 Julie Butler FCA, Butler & Co

Historically, the trade of agriculture has been more profitable than that of woodland
management and the values of land has been reflected in this. However, woodlands
have enjoyed a recent resurgence with substantial increases in the price of hardwood
and softwood and increased profitability. Further, the benefits on slowing down global
warming have recently been highlighted by the Committee on Climate Change, which
stated 30,000 hectares of new trees are needed every year until 2050 and the
government needs to get farmers engaged now.

Given the lower capital value woodlands command, short-term grants have not been
enough to tempt farmers to plant trees on good agricultural land. However, it is a
different story for marginal and hill-farm land, resulting in a rise of ‘woodland
investors’, especially in Scotland where increased grants are already being
implemented.

The inheritance tax advantages are also appealing, with agricultural property relief for
woodlands ancillary to the farming operation and business property relief for those run
commercially. These are uncertain times, from the future of subsidies replacing the
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basic payment scheme to the potential changes to lifetime gifts and business property
relief conditions raised in the recent Office of Tax Simplification’s inheritance tax
review. However, in spite of these challenges, increased planting of woodlands has to
be considered as part of all farm tax and succession strategies; subsidies and tax-
advantages aside, the environmental legacy that is left by such action may be the most
beneficial yet.

 

Use capital allowances to boost carbon efficiency

 

 Rob Durrant-Walker, business tax technical director, Garbutt + Elliott

EU statistics show that the three biggest consumers of energy in order are industry
(31%), transport (28%) and households (25%). Most businesses and individuals have a
roof over their heads. Taking a look at how property capital allowances work for carbon,
they have limited results in their current incarnation. The annual investment allowance
(AIA) covers most businesses’ plant and machinery expenditure in the year of purchase,
whether that expenditure is on carbon-laden or carbon-reducing equipment. The
enhanced capital allowances (ECA) relief for energy saving equipment that is on the
energy technology list gives a 100% write down in the year of purchase but is only an
incentive for those businesses that have already used up their AIA. Not only that, but
we find that ECAs have a negligible effect on investment choice and are usually not
considered in advance. Ironically, solar panels are specifically special rate pool items
with a slow rate of relief.

The new structures and buildings allowance (SBA) would be a way in to incentivising the
overall carbon efficiency rating of new buildings – to bring in faster relief based on
quality of the building’s overall carbon footprint. The SBA applies only to commercial
buildings, but for new residential properties an enhanced deduction for builders could
be considered in a similar method to land remediation relief but based on the carbon
footprint. Builders are unlikely to pass that saving on to buyers, but the point is the
reduced carbon footprint, not a reduced price for the end-buyer.

 

The road to ‘net zero’ emissions

 

 Nicholas Smith, automotive partner, Deloitte

The positive environmental impact of electric vehicles (EVs) makes their widespread
adoption a necessary step towards achieving the UK’s climate change goals. In addition
to pledging to reduce emissions as part of the Paris Agreement, the UK has also
committed to a ‘net zero’ target for greenhouse gases by 2050. To achieve this,
emissions must be tackled from across the transport industry, which is now the highest
emitting sector in the UK.

Despite the push for greener vehicles, average carbon dioxide emissions for newly
registered cars actually rose 2.9% in 2018, according to the Society of Motor
Manufacturers & Traders. To reverse this trend, the European Federation for Transport
and Environment recently advised that governments must ensure more EVs are sold
than required by the EU carbon dioxide regulation. In order to meet or exceed targets,
the focus must be on key market segments, such as corporate fleets, through incentives
and employee-side measures such as the UK’s benefit in kind tax regime. Targeting
corporate fleets, which represents around 60% of all new car sales in the UK, has the
potential to displace the maximum amount of fossil-driven miles, making net zero
targets more achievable.

The true potential of incentivising EVs is visible in Norway where buyers escape heavy
import or purchase taxes and are also exempt from 25% VAT. They also avoid road tax,
road tolls, pay half price on ferries, get free municipal parking in cities and can usually
use bus lanes. As a result, Norway is the third largest market for EVs in the world,
behind the US and China, despite having a population of just over five million. Although
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the UK is a long way behind Norway in terms of attitudes towards and adoption of EVs,
the new company car tax rates for zero-emission vehicles, effective from April next
year, could go a long way towards bridging the gap.

 

Climate change and rising corporation tax levels

 

 Jake Thomas, tax senior, Elman Wall

Poetic licence aside, maybe not rising corporation tax levels but tax can certainly be
considered as a tool in limiting the carbon footprint of the travel industry.

A 2018 study found that tourism, encompassing all consumables and not solely air
travel, accounts for 8% of worldwide carbon emissions, more than three times
previously estimated.

Using tax to tackle the environmental cost of travel is not new, given air passenger duty
has been around for more than 25 years. As the standard long-haul rate has increased
from £40 to £176 it could be argued that tax is indeed aggressively used to contribute
funds to the fight against emissions.

In addition, however, there are two aspects that the travel industry is perhaps most
successful in – acknowledging its responsibility and persuading travellers at least to
offset their carbon footprint if emissions cannot otherwise be avoided. For example,
only a few weeks’ ago the trade and regulatory association ABTA responded to the
government’s 2050 net zero emissions target setting out details for sustainable tourism.

Further, the Association of Independent Tour Operators clearly promotes individual
members’ sustainable tourism projects, many of them inspiring – see
tinyurl.com/y3oh9jrz.

Most measures to combat climate change that are likely to have any efficacy are clearly
around behaviour and lifestyle. People are unlikely to stop travelling. So the question
becomes – is the urgency to cease emissions altogether by using high taxes, or to at
least make carbon footprints neutral by allowing the industry to self-regulate?

 

Research and development

 

 Mark Tighe, chief executive officer, Catax

The fight against global warming and worsening environmental problems requires
rapid and sweeping changes on the part of businesses and individuals. Such a
transformation requires a proactive and innovative approach, with new technologies,
materials, processes and business models. However, innovation in any form usually
requires significant upfront investment which can make it less attractive to businesses
focused in the short term on maintaining healthy cashflow and protecting profit
margins. This is why it is vital that government incentivises and rewards innovation that
improves sustainability.

But it is not enough to put incentives like tax credits for research and development
(R&D) work in place. The government must also ensure such measures are properly
communicated to the business community to make them accessible to all potentially
eligible firms. Only in this way will such measures really have an impact and
supercharge green innovation.

In the UK, R&D tax credits and the patent box tax relief encourage the sort of
innovation that will drive the low carbon economy, particularly in tandem with
increasing taxes and penalties for less environmental practices, but take-up of these
valuable tax credits remains far too low. More businesses should capitalise on the tax
rewards available to them for their innovative work, which will provide them with
further R&D funding to develop environmentally viable products, services and
processes to reduce their carbon footprint.
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More should also be done to channel R&D towards specifically green initiatives. There
could be financial rewards such as tax breaks or subsidised lending or rents designed
specifically for R&D work that seeks to reduce a business’s carbon footprint or offer a
service or solution contributing to the battle against global warming. There is a
precedent for favourable terms being offered to green initiatives – for example,
businesses can get patents assessed more quickly if there is a sustainable angle to
them. With increasing awareness of the need to progress towards a carbon neutral
economy, there would be little opposition to any move designed to reward such work.

While businesses are currently subject to the climate change levy, landfill tax and other
environmental rewards and penalties, this could easily be extended into all areas of tax
relief.

Businesses can already claim capital allowances when they buy energy efficient, low or
zero carbon technology for their business, off-setting the full cost of the qualifying
equipment against their tax bill. This increases demand in the market for greener
products and systems, so with a little encouragement many more businesses would
step in to supply.

It is time that R&D tax relief and the patent box were also subject to a ‘green uplift’
encouraging a much greater focus on research in this area – it would be a natural and
easy to implement extension of an already well established tax relief system.

 

What else?

 

Tax on its own cannot save the world but it can be manipulated to encourage new
behaviour and reduce our carbon footprint. We encourage readers to join the
discussion – we all have a part to play.

The time is now.
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